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Birds, Mammals, and Reptiles
Anchored by The Story of Dr. Dolittle
Readtopia is designed to support literacy and math instruction for upper elementary students  
with complex learning needs.  Each Readtopia Thematic Unit provides the resources you need  
to teach comprehensive literacy.  Multi-leveled materials allow students to learn at their optimal  
instructional level.  Lessons are structured to provide both whole and small group instruction.   
Notes within the Teacher Guide will help you teach while implementing the most effective  
instructional strategies that will help your students learn.

Videos quickly engage students and provide an opportunity to introduce vocabulary, build background 
knowledge, and mental models to support learning.  The teacher notes use the Anchor, Watch,  
and Respond lesson framework to help students comprehend and make personal connections to video  
content.  Hint: View videos several times for multiple purposes to expand and reinforce learning.

Leveled Readers—offering five levels of accessible text—anchor reading comprehension as you introduce, 
model, and practice literacy and communication skills through Interactive Read Aloud and Shared Reading 
lessons.  You will guide and provide instruction for your students as they read / listen to each chapter  
three times for multiple purposes:

•  FIRST students listen to the Conventional Level 5 text during whole group  
Interactive Read Aloud lesson.

•  NEXT you and your students read together the Emergent Level 2 text  
during whole group Shared Reading lessons.

•  FINALLY students read / listen to text at their own reading level  
(independently or in small groups).

Resources & Instructional Components
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Teacher Tip
Print the Teacher Guide for quick and easy access throughout the unit.   
This guide provides a complete lesson sequence table, notes that walk 
through every lesson and valuable Tips.  It’s a great place to jot down 
notes, capture student successes, or questions to bring to fellow teachers 
or colleagues.
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Informational Text—provided at three levels—includes science, social studies, and social / emotional topics 
related to the anchor literature.  Through the implementation of the Anchor, Read, Apply lesson framework, 
you introduce, model, and practice effective Close Reading strategies for students in both whole group  
and small group activities.  In this way, students receive guidance and instruction as they read / listen  
to each article three times.

• FIRST students read / listen to the Transitional Level 3+4 — OR — Conventional Level 5  
text as a whole group.

• NEXT students read / listen to the Close Reading text at their individual reading levels.

• FINALLY students work individually or in small groups to respond to the On-the-Back Activity  
at their individual reading level.  Students are encouraged to re-read the article text to find  
and check their responses.

Predictable Chart Writing offers students at all reading levels an opportunity to participate in structured  
and systematic shared writing activities.  Explicit, step-by-step teacher notes guide you through this  
interactive research-based, five-step instructional process through which students begin to:

• Develop concepts about print

• Learn letter names and print jargon

• Develop a base of high-frequency words that they can use to read, write,  
and communicate more easily

• Understand writing as a way to represent personal interests and ideas

Phonics Instruction—offered at three instructional levels.  In classrooms with a wide range of student  
abilities, Readtopia phonics instruction is typically delivered in small groups to differentiate instruction.   
Lessons follow a specific order and explicit instructional format, providing lesson scripts that  
can be effectively delivered by paraprofessionals or teaching assistants, with minimal guidance.

• Learning Letters lessons help build alphabetic awareness using an adapted  
Enhanced Alphabet Knowledge routine

• Making Words lessons helps students learn to spell and decode single syllable words

• Independent phonics lessons are built on the Making Words lessons.   
(These lessons could also be used as homework.)

2

Teacher Tip
As students progress into Transitional Level 4 and Conventional Level 5, 
help them to build reading fluency by having them read Emergent Level 1  
or Level 2 text to themselves (silent or aloud) and / or aloud to students  
who are not yet reading independently.  Reading simpler text to peers 
builds confidence and increases self-esteem as students are empowered  
to help others.
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Integrated Math—provided at four levels—connect basic mathematical concepts with thematic unit  
content using Video / Vocabulary lessons, Hands-On Application lessons, and Independent Practice.

• Video / Vocabulary Lessons are designed to introduce math concepts, symbols, and vocabulary  
in an engaging way.  The concepts, symbols, and vocabulary introduced during Video / Vocabulary 
lessons are used throughout the domain, as well as future units.  Hint: View videos several times  
for multiple purposes to expand and reinforce learning.

• Hands-On Application Lessons include the Anchor, Read, Apply framework.   
Hands-On Application lessons give students the opportunity to work with manipulatives,  
diagrams, cooking supplies, etc., making abstract ideas concrete.

• FIRST students participate in a whole group activity designed to build background knowledge.

• NEXT students are broken into small groups where they focus on targeted skills.

• FINALLY students conclude the lesson by sharing their findings as a whole group.

• Independent Practice—offered at four instructional levels—gives students the opportunity to practice 
the skills learned during the Video / Vocabulary Lesson and the Hands-On Application Lesson.   
These lessons are an informal way of assessing the students’ knowledge and gives teachers  
the opportunity to provide feedback.

Interactive Read Aloud 
is used to help students learn 
and practice strategies for  
comprehending more complex 
text.  Using the Conventional 5 
Leveled Reader text, five read 
aloud approaches are outlined 
and supported.

They include: 

  1.  Picture Walk
 2.  Print Referencing
 3.  Vocabulary
 4.  Key Ideas and Details
 5.  Integrating Knowledge  

     and Ideas

Shared Reading 
lessons are designed to engage 
readers in interactions while reading 
together with an adult.  The focus  
is on reading with students— 
not to them.  Students are guided 
to lead the interactions and make 
meaning as they read together  
with a knowledgeable adult.   
Scripted interactions for each page 
of the Emergent 2 Leveled Reader 
helps you model appropriate  
and effective communication  
with students.

These interactions are designed  
to build: 

• Emergent literacy understandings
• Expressive and receptive  

communication skills
• Understanding  

and concepts of print

Anchor, Read, Apply 
is the framework used to deliver 
comprehension instruction.

• Anchor is used to access  
background knowledge  
and set a purpose for reading

• Read takes the most amount  
of time and focuses on text  
that students can read / listen 
to as presented within a variety  
of literature and informational  
text types (e.g. article w/ sidebar,  
timeline, map, charts, biography,  
directions, and facts.)

• Apply provides students with 
the opportunity to demonstrate 
whether they were successful 
with the purpose and teaches  
them to go back to the text  
to confirm their answer

Overview of Instructional Strategies

3
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Video Lessons

• Identify details and engage in collaborative discussion related to the main idea of a video presentation.

Interactive Read Aloud

• All Lesson Types
• Engage in collaborative interactions about text.

• Identify details in a text that is read aloud.

• Picture Walk
• Identify parts of illustrations that depict a particular setting, or event.

• Build understanding and make connections by describing and talking about illustrations.

• Demonstrate understanding while actively engaged in shared reading of stories.

• Vocabulary
• Determine the meaning of words in a text.

• Literal meaning of words and phrases in context

• Real-life connections between words and their use

• Words that describe personal emotions

• Print Referencing
• Build understanding of concepts about print including concept of letter names / sounds,  

words, capitalization, punctuation, and directionality.

• Key Ideas and Details
• Identify words in a text to answer a question about explicit information

• Describe and discuss information about the characters, setting, and / or facts that are in the text. 

• Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
• Integrate knowledge, skills, and experiences with the information provided in the text.

Shared Reading

• Engage in collaborative interactions about text.

• Identify details in a text that is read aloud.

• Build reading / listening comprehension skills including:

• Important background knowledge

• Emergent literacy understandings

• Expressive and receptive communication skills

• Understanding and concepts of print.

English Language Arts Objectives

4
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Predictable Chart Writing

• With guidance and support, participate in shared writing

• Offer / choose word(s) to complete a simple sentence frame

• Recognize that sentences begin with a capital letter and end with a period

• Recognize that a sentence is written and read from left to right

• Read text comprised of familiar words with accuracy and understanding.   
(Each lesson has additional objectives included.)

Informational Text Lessons

• Compare two ideas in a text.

• Identify an explicit detail that is related to an event or idea in a scientific text.

• Identify an explicit detail that is related to an event or idea in a scientific / geographic text.

• Identify words in the text to answer a question about explicit information.

• Use information found in visual elements and words in the text to answer explicit Wh— questions.

• Use information from visual elements and words in the text to answer questions about explicit information.

• Numbers and Operations – Fractions
• Divide into equal sets or areas and recognize fractions (halves, thirds, fourths, and tenths). 

• Addition
• Combine sets and count to add; Use single and double digit numbers to add.

• Subtraction
• Separate sets and count to subtract; Use single and double digit numbers to subtract.

• Operations and Algebraic Thinking
• Use shapes and numbers to create a pattern.

• Time
• Sequence pictures using “before,” “during,” and “after;”  

Tell time to the hour, half hour, and minute.

• Numbers and Operations in Base Tens
• Combine sets and count to add; Use repeated addition to solve problems.

Math Lesson Objectives

5
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Prepare unit materials in advance to ensure a smooth, easy implementation  
of daily differentiated lessons and documentation of student progress.

• Determine what Readtopia level will support each of your students.  Use the Placement Tool 
(found at the top of every Readtopia webpage) and knowledge about your students to quickly  
identify which of the leveled materials are most likely to result in a successful reading experience. 

• Use the Print Center to print the Unit Resources you will need for each student.   
A link to the Print Center is provided at the top of each Unit Resources webpage.

• Place the Leveled Reader, student lesson materials, and supports in a 3-ring binder or a folder  
for each student or store in a file box.  Hint: Print two extra copies of each Leveled Reader— 
one for yourself and an extra set to have handy if a student might benefit from a higher or lower level 
during the course of the unit.

• Prepare a folder for each student to collect observations, comments, and unit assessments*.

• Fill out the Emergent Literacy Measures for each of your emergent students.

• Print and send the Letter to Parents and the Instructional Elements that describes the unit.

• Provide books, magazines, and the Leveled Readers for Independent Reading.  Plan to allow time  
within your day for students to engage in independent reading.  During independent reading,  
students can apply what they are learning by browsing through books, turning pages, and practice 
following the text from left to right.

First Things First!

6

*Readtopia Unit Assessments 
Embedded in each unit, short leveled quizzes provide a snapshot of your students’ reading 
comprehension.  Transitional and Conventional level students complete Modified Cloze Maze  
quizzes, while Emergent level students complete a Vocabulary quiz to track comprehension.  
Cumulative reading assessments for the anchor literature and close reading informational 
texts assess comprehension at the end of each unit.

Oral Reading Fluency is another strong indicator of your students’ reading comprehension.  
Use the reading fluency passages to perform quick, formal One-Minute Fluency Probes  
mid-way through the unit and at the end of a unit.  (Find these passages and teacher  
scoring tools for T-4 and C-5 literature text levels under the Unit Resources tab.)

Teacher Tip
For the Emergent Literacy Measure, Letter to Parents, Oral Reading Fluency  
information, and more assessment tools go to the Resources tab  
at the top of every Readtopia webpage and look under Teacher Tools.   
(The Instructional Elements for each unit is also under this Resources tab.)
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Content Area Topics

• Social Emotional
 Working Together

• Science
 Life Science—Weight and Matter, Elephants, Ecosystems, Rainforests

Informational Text Types

• Article with Sidebar 

• Bar Chart

• Compare

• Directions

• Fantastic Facts 

• Map

Math Domains

• Addition 

• Numbers and Operations – Fractions

• Numbers and Operations in Base Tens

• Operations and Algebraic Thinking

• Subtraction

• Time

This thematic unit has 131 lessons.

The 15-30 minute lessons allow for  
flexible instruction throughout your day.

Thematic Unit: Birds, Mammals, and Reptiles

Anchored by The Story of Dr. Dolittle

7
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Locate and print the Character and Math Vocabulary Cards  
located on the Birds, Mammals, and Reptiles  
Unit Resources webpage.  These will help your students  
make connections with the characters and support  
your lessons as they become familiar with math vocabulary.  
NOTE: There is no need to do this if you are printing  
from the Print Center—these cards are already included  
in the leveled materials.

Characters
Dr. Dolittle Jip

Polynesia Chee-Chee

the King Prince Bumpo

Ben the Dragon pushmi-pullyu

Math Vocabulary
addition during more separate

after fraction object subtraction

before group pattern total

combine less repeat whole

Character Vocabulary Cards

8
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*AAC Core Vocabulary Words

Sight Words Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
animal/s Pgs. 6-10 Pgs. 8, 11, 30, 42-43 Pgs. 7, 10-12, 24

help* Pgs. 11, 13-14, 16-17

in* Pgs. 6, 11, 14, 17, 21

their Pgs. 8, 17, 22-23 Pgs. 14, 20, 30, 38, 51 Pgs. 5, 15-16, 20, 25

through Pgs. 16, 20 Pgs. 32, 47 Pgs. 32, 35, 51, 53

would Pg. 10 Pgs. 22, 64 Pgs. 22, 32, 43, 57, 67

Sight Words
The following is a list of sight words specific to The Story of Dr. Dolittle.   
The pages where these words are located within the graphic novel  
will help you teach these words in context.  Locate word cards  
of the sight words on the website under the Unit Resources Tab  
and ideas to support your instruction in the Curriculum Guide.

9
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

1 Video Lesson: Dolittle’s Monkeys Pgs. 19-21

2 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words Pg. 22

Interactive Read Aloud Explanation 
Focus  |  Picture Walk Pgs. 23-24

3 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Picture Walk Pgs. 25-27

4 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

5 Math Video Lesson: Numbers and Operations – Fractions Pgs. 28-30

6 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Predictable Chart Writing Explanation Pgs. 31-32

7 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #1  |  Write the Chart Pgs. 33-36

8 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

9 Close Reading Lesson 
Article with a Sidebar  |  Doctors for Gorillas Pgs. 37-38

10 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Shared Reading Explanation Pgs. 39-42

11 Shared Reading Pgs. 43-48

12 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

13 Math Lesson: Hands-On Application 
Domain  |  Numbers and Operations – Fractions Pgs. 49-53

14 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)
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Important Information

Important Information
Use the E-2 Leveled Reader

Important Information
Use the C-5 Leveled Reader
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

Interactive Read Aloud Explanation 
Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details Pgs. 54-55

15 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details Pgs. 56-58

16 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

17 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #2  |  Re-read the Chart Pgs. 59-61

18 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

19 Math Lesson: Independent Practice 
Domain  |  Numbers and Operations – Fractions Pg. 62

20 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

21 Video Lesson: Elephants and Their Amazing Trunks Pgs. 63-65

22 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

23 Close Reading Lesson 
Fantastic Facts  |  Elephant Trunks Pgs. 66-68

24 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

25 Shared Reading Pgs. 69-73

26 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

27 Math Video Lesson: Addition Pgs. 74-76

28 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Interactive Read Aloud Explanation 
Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Pgs. 77-78

29 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Pgs. 79-82

11

Important Information
Use the C-5 Leveled Reader

Important Information
Use the C-5 Leveled Reader
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

30 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

31 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #3  |  Work with Sentence Strips Pgs. 83-87

32 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

33 Math Lesson: Hands-On Application 
Domain  |  Addition Pgs. 88-93

34 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

35 Close Reading Lesson 
Map Activity  |  Bird Migration Pgs. 94-96

36 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

37
Shared Reading Pgs. 97-102

Modified Cloze Maze / Vocabulary Assessment Pg. 103

38 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 4: The Great Journey

Interactive Read Aloud Explanation 
Focus  |  Vocabulary Pgs. 104-105

39 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Vocabulary Pgs. 106-108

40 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

41 Math Lesson: Independent Practice 
Domain  |  Addition Pg. 109

42 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

43 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #4  |  Be the Sentence Pgs. 110-113

12

Important Information
Use the C-5 Leveled Reader
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 4: The Great Journey

44 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

45 Close Reading Lesson 
Bar Chart  |  How Hot Is It? Pgs. 114-116

46 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

47 Math Video Lesson: Subtraction Pgs. 117-119

48 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

49 Shared Reading Pgs. 120-122

50 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 5: Polynesia and the King

Interactive Read Aloud Explanation 
Focus  |  Print Referencing Pgs. 123-124

51 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Print Referencing Pgs. 125-128

52 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

53 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #5  |  Make and Publish a Book Pgs. 129-132

54 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

55 Math Lesson: Hands-On Application 
Domain  |  Subtraction Pgs. 133-137

56 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

57 Video Lesson: Brick Science Pgs. 138-139

58 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

13

Important Information
Use the C-5 Leveled Reader
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 5: Polynesia and the King

59 Close Reading Lesson 
Directions  |  Evaporation Pgs. 140-142

60 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

61 Math Lesson: Independent Practice 
Domain  |  Subtraction Pg. 143

62 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

63 Shared Reading Pgs. 144-149

64 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 6: Many Sick Animals

65 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Picture Walk Pgs. 150-157

66 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

67 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #1  |  Write the Chart Pgs. 158-160

68 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

69 Math Video Lesson: Operations and Algebraic Thinking Pgs. 161-162

70 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

71 Close Reading Lesson 
Compare  |  Being a Helper Pgs. 163-165

72 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

73
Shared Reading Pgs. 166-173

Modified Cloze Maze / Vocabulary Assessment Pg. 174

74 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

14
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 6: Many Sick Animals

75 Math Lesson: Hands-On Application 
Domain  |  Operations and Algebraic Thinking Pgs. 175-177

76 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 7: A Rare Animal

77 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Vocabulary Pgs. 178-181

78 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

79 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #2  |  Re-read the Chart Pgs. 182-183

80 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

81 Video Lesson: Lively Lemurs Pgs. 184-185

82 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

83 Math Lesson: Independent Practice 
Domain  |  Operations and Algebraic Thinking Pg. 186

84 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

85 Close Reading Lesson 
Map Activity  |  Rainforest Pgs. 187-190

86 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

87 Shared Reading Pgs. 191-195

88 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

89 Math Video Lesson: Time Pgs. 196-198

90 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 8: Prince Bumpo

91 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details Pgs. 199-201

92 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

93 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #3  |  Work with Sentence Strips Pgs. 202-205

94 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

95 Video Lesson: Elephants and Their Amazing Trunks 
(2nd Viewing) Pgs. 206-207

96 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

97 Math Lesson: Hands-On Application 
Domain  |  Time Pgs. 208-211

98 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

99 Close Reading Lesson 
Fantastic Facts  |  Elephants Pgs. 212-214

100 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

101 Shared Reading Pgs. 215-219

102 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

103 Math Lesson: Independent Practice 
Domain  |  Time Pg. 220

104 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 9: Pirates!

105 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Print Referencing Pgs. 221-226

106 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 9: Pirates!

107 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #4  |  Be the Sentence Pgs. 227-228

108 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

109 Video Lesson: Life at a Waterhole Pgs. 229-232

110 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

111 Math Video Lesson: Numbers and Operations  
                                  in Base Tens Pgs. 233-235

112 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

113 Close Reading Lesson 
Directions  |  Weighing Water and Ice Pgs. 236-239

114 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

115
Shared Reading Pgs. 240-246

Modified Cloze Maze / Vocabulary Assessment Pg. 247

116 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

117 Math Lesson: Hands-On Application 
Domain  |  Numbers and Operations in Base Tens Pgs. 248-251

118 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

Chapter 10: Going Home

119 Interactive Read Aloud 
Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Pgs. 252-255

120 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

121 Predictable Chart Writing 
Activity #5  |  Make and Publish a Book Pgs. 256-258
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Lesson Lesson Title Located Completed

Chapter 10: Going Home

122 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

123 Close Reading Lesson 
Article with a Sidebar  |  At the Water Hole Pgs. 259-260

124 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

125 Math Lesson: Independent Practice 
Domain  |  Numbers and Operations in Base Tens Pg. 261

126 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

127 Shared Reading Pgs. 262-267

128 Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters  
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words

See Lesson 2 
(Pg. 22)

129 Video Lesson: Tommy’s First Steps Pgs. 268-269

End-of-Unit Activities

130
End-of-Book Cumulative Assessment Pg. 270

Cumulative Close Reading Assessment Pg. 271

131 Math Unit Assessment Pg. 272
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Video Lesson: Dolittle’s Monkeys
Topic  |  Identify a monkey’s physical traits

Objective  |  Identify details and engage in collaborative discussion  
related to the main idea of a video presentation.

Teacher Preparation

Anchor

Activate Background Knowledge

Display the Same / Different graphic organizer.

1. We are going to begin reading an exciting new book.  
The name of this book is The Story of Dr. Dolittle.

 Display the front cover of the book.

 Dr. Dolittle loves animals.  He has a lot of animal friends!

 Display the picture of the animal cards as you name them.

 Dr. Dolittle has ducks, chickens, and a parrot.  Let’s talk about these animals.   
How are they the same?  How are they different?

2. Let’s look closely at these animals.  How are these animals the same?

 Pause for student responses: feathers, wings, two legs, they are all birds.   
List responses in graphic organizer.

 Great!  All of these animals have feathers, wings, and two legs.  They are all birds.

Anchor Activity

• Print Animal Picture Cards for duck, chicken, and parrot.

• On the board or chart paper, draw a graphic organizer  
with the headings as shown.

Animal Picture Cards

Same Different

19

Keyword Glossary

trait (physical)

The way something looks 
(i.e., eye color, hair type, 
height, body type).
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Watch the Video

Apply

3. Now, let’s look closely at these animals again.  How are these animals different?

 Pause for student responses: the duck’s beak is the longest, a ducks’ toes are webbed,  
ducks and parrots can fly, some parrots can talk like us.  List responses in graphic organizer.

Purpose Statement

In our new story, Dr. Dolittle has a lot of exciting adventures with his animal friends.   
He even goes to Africa to take care of sick monkeys!  Monkeys are part of a group  
of animals called primates.  Today, we are going to watch a video about monkeys.   
Did you know that there are many different kinds of monkeys?  The word monkey  
is the name for a group of animals that are alike in many ways.

Watch the video to answer these questions:

• In what ways are all monkeys alike?

• How are monkeys different from apes?

• How are monkeys the same as apes?

Watch the video from beginning to end without stopping to provide an engaging  
and cohesive viewing experience that best supports student engagement and comprehension.

We just watched a video about monkeys.  The video showed us three ways that all monkeys  
are alike.  It also showed us how monkeys and apes are the same in some ways,  
but different in other ways.  What do you remember?

Hand out leveled Video Response Sheets according to reading level.   
Work in small groups to view and discuss pictures from the video.

20
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Video Response Sheets

Video Thumbnails

Included are six screen shots from the video to help with your classroom discussion.   
Larger versions for students are available at myreadtopia.com.

21

https://myreadtopia.com
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Making Words lessons address the needs of your Transitional level 
students.  These lessons are based on the work of Dr. Patricia  
Cunningham and have been modified to address the needs of students  
with significant disabilities.  They focus on decoding single-syllable 
words.  The intent is for students to read and spell single syllable words.

Included are Independent Making Words lessons designed for students  
who are ready for some independent word study work.  These students 
do very well in teacher-directed Making Words lessons.

Making Words lessons are located under the Resources tab,  
located in the top navigation bar on the homepage of the  
Readtopia website.

Learning Letters offer teachers an explicit approach to alphabet  
instruction for Emergent level students.  These lessons use an adapted 
Enhanced Alphabetic Knowledge routine developed by Jones  
and colleagues (2013), which include strategies by Erickson  
and Koppenhaver (2019).  These explicit and effective instruction  
lessons of letter names, shapes, and sounds also focus on the  
application and use of alphabetic knowledge.

Designed to be taught daily, Learning Letters lessons present a new 
letter each day.  A consistent 4-step instructional routine is repeated 
over the course of five instructional cycles.  Each cycle varies the  
order of letter instruction based on features that make letters easier— 
or harder—to learn.  Unique practice activities included in each of the five cycles engage students 
in the application and use of alphabet knowledge, and provide variety within the context  
of a consistent instructional routine. 

The Learning Letters approach to teaching alphabetic knowledge provides repetition and practice  
that is distributed over time to support deeper learning, application and use (Jones & Reutzel, 2012).

Phonics Instruction

Alphabet Instruction

22

Important Note
Phonics Instruction activities are recommended for students reading  
at individualized reading levels. These levels often overlap, requiring  
that a student be moved to a more or less difficult phonics activity level  
to ensure growth and success. Use your knowledge and observation  
of your students to identify when such a shift will benefit them.
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Picture Walk Interactive Read Aloud lessons are designed to help build students’ curiosity  
about and interest in stories.  During the Picture Walk, the text is not the focus.  Instead, the focus  
is on the pictures and building understandings and connections by describing and talking about  
the pictures on each page of the graphic novel.  Then, when the text is read aloud,  
students will use the knowledge gained from the pictures to build additional understanding.   
This knowledge will continue to support students as they continue to read the entire story  
over time.  Picture Walk Interactive Read Aloud lessons will help students make progress on  
the Language Comprehension and Communication scales on the Emergent Literacy Measure.

In short, during the Picture Walk Interactive Read Aloud lesson, the teacher will:

POINT TO A PICTURE and COMMENT ON A KEY ELEMENT OF IT.  

Teachers provide multiple opportunities for students to communicate their thoughts and feelings 
following each comment they make.  Then, as in all shared and interactive reading lessons:

Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.   
Watch and listen to students carefully.

Repeat or attribute meaning to any communication act.   
Respond by adding a little more.

Next, teachers READ ALOUD the text that is related to the picture.  Then:

Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.   
Watch and listen to students carefully.

Repeat or attribute meaning to any communication act.   
Respond by adding a little more.

After you have looked at and commented on each picture, whether or not the students interact,  
go on to the next picture or page and repeat the process.

The next section provides more detail in the context of an actual Interactive Read Aloud lesson.

Interactive Read Aloud
Focus  |  Picture Walk

23

Important Note
Readtopia Interactive Read Aloud lessons are designed to engage  
and elicit participation from ALL of the students in your classroom.   
Simple comments are accessible to your most emergent students,  
yet allow and encourage transitional and conventional students  
to respond in greater depth and detail as they are able.

Explanation
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POINT TO A PICTURE and COMMENT ON A KEY ELEMENT / CONCEPT

I see a man. Point to the picture of the man.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Example
Student: (Signs and voices the word hat.)

Adult: Yes, this man is wearing a hat.  It is a really tall hat!

I see lots of animals. Point to the pictures of the animals.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Example
Student: Lots of birds.

Adult: Lots of birds.  Yes, there are birds everywhere!   
(Point to birds in the picture.)

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

The book says this is Dr. John 
Dolittle.  Look at all of the  
animals around Dr. Dolittle!

Point to the picture of the man.

Example
Student 1: (Points to the pig and makes unintelligible sound.)

   Adult: (Point to the pig.)  That’s a pig!   
   (Point to the dog.)  Is this a pig?

Student 2: That’s a dog!  (Points at duck.)  And a duck.
   Adult: Here’s a dog and a duck.

Student 3: I like pigs.
   Adult: You like pigs.  Who else likes pigs?

5

24

Teacher Tip
Accept, model, encourage, and repeat all forms of communication.
•  Verbal / Vocalization  •  Facial Features  •  AAC 
•  Body Language  •  Sign Language
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Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby 

Focus  |  Picture Walk

I see a man. Point to the picture of the man.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

I see lots of animals. Point to the pictures of the animals.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

The book says this is Dr. John 
Dolittle.  Look at all of the  
animals around Dr. Dolittle!  
What animals do you see?

Point to the picture of the man.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

I see a house. Point to the house.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Look at all the animals! Point to the animals on the page.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Animals are everywhere!   
Can you find them?

Point to the animals on the page.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

5

6
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Look!  More animals. Point to the pictures on the page.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

I see a big red bird. Point to the picture of the parrot.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

I see a dog. Point to the picture of the dog.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Does this look like a dog? Point to the picture of the monkey.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

These are Dr. Dolittle’s  
favorite animals.  I wonder  
why he likes them so much.

Point to the pictures of the animals.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby 

Focus  |  Picture Walk

7
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Here is Dr. Dolittle. Point to Dr. Dolittle.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

It looks like he is counting  
money.  Look at his face.   
Do you think he is happy?

Point to the coins on the table.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

They need more money.   
I do not think Dr. Dolittle  
is happy!

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Oh, look!  There is a woman.  
That must be Sarah.

Point to the picture of Sarah.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

If I point like this —

(Mimic Sarah’s pointing gesture.)

— does it mean something 
good or bad?

Point to Sarah, drawing attention 
to her pointing gesture.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby 

Focus  |  Picture Walk

9

8
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Purpose Statement

Today we will learn about fractions. A fraction is a part of a whole thing or a group of things. We use 
fractions when eat one piece of a whole pizza, when we cut our sandwich into two parts, or when 
we measure things to bake a cake. Fractions help us tell time, count money, and measure things 
with a ruler.

Video Review

1. What was the video about?

2. What was your favorite part about the video?

3. What are the names of the some of the fractions you saw in the video? 

Challenge Questions

(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the lesson 
and overall complexity.)

4. Did the video show you one half of something? What was it?

5. What was broken up into a fraction?

MATH Video Lesson: Number and Operations – Fractions
Domain  |  Number and Operations – Fractions  

Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Anchor

Watch

Vocabulary Instruction

Summary Quiz

28
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We have some new vocabulary words to learn today.  
The first new word is fraction. Does anyone remember  
the word fraction from the video?

Hold up the picture of fraction.

Fraction is a part of a whole thing or group of things.

Hold up the picture card for whole. 

Whole means that nothing is missing; all the parts are there.

Hold up the picture card for separate.

Separate means to put things into groups.

Now, we are going to play a vocabulary game. Our vocabulary game includes our new math words. 
It also includes a word from our graphic novel. First, I will give you some pictures. Then I will say a 
word. I want you to find the right picture for each word. Ready?

Hold up the word fraction. 

The first word is fraction. Find fraction.

Hold up the word whole. 

The next word is whole. Find whole.

Hold up the word Chee Chee.

The next word is Chee Chee. Find Chee Chee.

Hold up the word separate.

The last word is separate. Find separate.

Great job working on your new vocabulary words. Remember, a fraction is a part of a whole thing. 
We use fractions all the time. We use fractions when we share cookies with our friends, or cut up a 
birthday cake.  

Vocabulary Instruction

Summary Quiz

29
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Challenge Activity

(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the lesson 
and overall complexity.)

Read students the definition and have them find the correct picture card. Example: Show me the 
picture that means when something is said or done over and over. The student would then attempt 
to select the picture for repeat.

30
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Predictable Chart Writing lessons offer students at the Emergent level (and above)  
an opportunity to participate in structured and systematic shared writing activities.   
Readtopia’s Predictable Chart Writing lessons, inspired by the strategy introduced by  
Cunningham (1979), expanded by Hall & Williams (2001), and adapted by Erickson & Koppenhaver 
(2019), utilizes student interests and experiences to engage the learner in a shared writing  
experience.

Designed to be taught during five, 15-minute lesson periods, Predictable Chart Writing  
is composed of five activities that provide instruction in:

• Print conventions (capitalization, punctuation, first/last words in a sentence, etc.)
• Concepts of print (read from top to bottom, left to right, etc.)
• Alphabet knowledge (letter names and sounds)
• Concept of a word (first and last letter of a word, space between and around words, etc.)
• Development of high frequency (core) vocabulary used to read, write and communicate

Activity 1     Write the Chart

The teacher leads students in writing a Predictable Chart.   
A topic is presented to the students.  Teachers then guide students 
in brainstorming and listing words related to the topic.   
After generating the list, the teacher introduces the sentence stem 
and models selecting a word from the list to complete the stem.  
Next, each student chooses a word from the list or contributes  
a new word to complete their own sentences.  The teacher writes 
each student’s sentence while modeling print conventions on the 
predictable chart.

Predictable Chart Writing

Example of a Completed  
Predictable Chart

31

Teacher Tip
Brainstorming helps students to participate in chart writing because it helps 
them think about the topic.  For students who are struggling to think  
of words related to the topic, and / or who have limited communication  
abilities, facilitate brainstorming using:

• picture communication symbols
• physical objects or pictures related to the topic
• questions that will guide students to appropriate words  

related to the topic (e.g., Our sentence says, “I can help.”   
Who do you help?  What do you do to help someone else?)

See the Support Students Using Augmentative and Alternative  
Communication (AAC) Adult Tip Sheet (located under the Resources tab > 
Adult Tip Sheets).

Explanation
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Activity  2     Re-read the Chart

The teacher and students take turns leading the choral reading of the chart while pointing  
to each word as they read it.  Next, the teacher identifies an element of text for students  
to focus on (i.e.,a letter, sight word, capital letter, punctuation, etc.).  Students actively engage  
in identifying the element of text the teacher identifies.

Activity  3     Work with Sentence Strips

Students begin to explore and eventually demonstrate understanding of the concept  
of a word by cutting the sentences they composed into words and then arranging them  
back into a logical order.

Activity  4     Be the Sentence

Students are given word cards from the sentence and work together to line up to arrange  
their word cards in order to match the sentence on the predictable chart.  Both the teacher  
and other students participate in coaching students to line up correctly.

Activity  5     Make and Publish a Book

Students take their sentences and contribute to making and publishing a class book.   
Students select an image to represent their sentences.  The image and sentence  
are glued to a blank page to be combined with other students’ pages to create a book.   
The book can be added to the classroom library to be shared with everyone!
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• With guidance and support, participate in shared writing
• With guidance and support, use nouns
• Recognize that sentences begin with a capital letter and end with a period
• Recognize that a sentence is written and read from left to right
• Understand one-to-one correspondence between spoken and written words
• Recognize words in familiar contexts

• Chart paper
• Dark, large tip markers (multiple colors)
Ways to engage all learners!

• Small manipulatives (i.e. crayons to represent colors, variety of shapes, textured fabrics, etc.)
• Braille Labeler / Braille words
• Single Message Devices
• Speech Generating Devices
• Partner Assisted Scanning

Predictable Chart Writing
Activity #1  |  Write the Chart

Topic  |  Favorite Animals

Strategy  |  Write a Predictable Chart

Objectives

What You Will Need

33

Teacher Tip
The week before the lesson, send home the topic for families of students 
with significant communication needs to discuss and provide feedback  
to the teacher to improve student participation.
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1  Introduce the Topic

 We are going to work together to write a chart.  The topic for our chart today is:  
 Favorite Animals.  I am going to write the title at the top of our paper.

 Write Favorite Animals on the chart paper.

 2  Brainstorm Words

 Do you like animals?  What kind of animals do you like?

 Pause for student responses.

 Let’s make a list of our favorite animals!

 Pause for student responses.  Write responses on the board  
 or a blank sheet of chart paper.

Write the Chart

34

dogs

cats

horses

pandas

birds

Teacher Tip
As needed, use students’ words in the sentence to see whether  
they are appropriate.  For example:

• A student responds with the word “soft.”  Write “soft.” 
Soft.  Let’s check that word in the sentence.  I like soft...   
Add an expectant pause.  If the student does not add more: 
Soft what?  I like soft...?  Do you like soft kittens or soft rabbits?   
What kind of soft animal do you like?

• A student responds by pointing to herself.   
Do you have a pet animal that you like?   
Offer choices such as:  
Do you have a dog or a cat?  ...a bird or a lizard?
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 3  Write Sample Sentence

 Remember, the topic of our writing is called Favorite Animals.

 Point to the title.

 Now, I am going to write the first sentence.  The first part is, I like...   
 Now I have to choose a word.

 Refer to the list you just made.

 I choose pandas.  I like pandas.

 As you write the sentence:

• Speak each word as you are writing it.   
Stretch out sounds in words as you write.   
Then, add your word (e.g., pandas) to the first sentence frame.

• Point out the beginning sound of your word as you write.  For example:  
pandas...  I hear the /p/ sound.  I will write a  p  to represent it!

• Explain print concepts as you write.
• I start my sentence with a capital letter.
• Now, I am going to add a period to the end of my sentence.
• Finally, I am going to write my name at the end of my sentence  

so that I know who chose the word.
 Say your name as you write it.

 4  Read the Sample Sentence as a Group

 Guide students to read the sentence chorally one–two times.   
 Point to each word as you read it aloud.

35

Strategies for Students with Communication  
and / or Visual Needs

• Students who cannot speak should be encouraged to follow along 
and vocalize as they are able or read along in their head.

• Provide students who are blind with a braille version of the sentence 
stem.  Even if they do not have the motor skills to read braille  
independently, the repeated interaction with braille in these lessons 
will help build important concepts about reading and writing.

Favorite Animals

I like pandas.     (Ms. P)
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 Guide students to read the entire chart text chorally  
 after writing each student’s sentence.

1st reading: I like pandas.  (Ms. P)
2nd reading: I like pandas.  (Ms. P)        

  I like birds.  (Jason)
3rd reading: I like pandas.  (Ms. P)        

  I like birds.  (Jason)        
  I like...

 NOTE: The sentence order and student name  
 at the end of a sentence helps to cue students  
 at the Emergent level to remember text.   
 Use a different dark color marker for each sentence  
 to add additional cueing.

 5  Write and Read Student Sentences

 Now, each of you will get a turn to write a sentence.  We will start with <student’s name>.

• As you write, say: The first part of the sentence is I like.
• Take care to line up the words directly below the previous sentence.
• Then, help the student choose a word from the list.  (Read the choices to the student.)
• Complete the sentence with the selected word.   

NOTE: We use the predictable sentence stem so students have success reading  
it by the end of the week.  The word that gets filled in adds the interest and variety  
needed to keep students engaged.

• Write the student’s name at the end of the sentence as you say:  
Now, let’s write your name so we remember who wrote this sentence.

• Repeat with each student.

36

Teacher Tip
Depending on the level of your students remind them:

• We always start a sentence with a capital letter.
• We need a period at the end of this sentence.

Favorite Animals

 I like pandas.     (Ms. P)

ò ò
I like birds.        (Jason)

ò ò
I like          .
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Close Reading Lesson
Article with a Sidebar  |  Doctors for Gorillas

Objective  |  Use information from visual elements and words in the text  
to answer questions about explicit information.

Teacher Preparation

Anchor

Activate Background Knowledge

In the beginning of our story, Dr. Dolittle takes care of sick people.

Have you ever gone to a doctor?  Raise your hand, give a thumbs up,  
or look up if you have ever gone to a doctor.

Pause for student responses.

Wow!  Everyone has gone to a doctor.  Why do you go to the doctor?

Pause for student responses which may include things like needing a check-up, sick, hurt, shots, etc.

These are all really good reasons to go to a doctor.   
Let’s say you go to your doctor.  What kinds of things does the doctor do?

Pause for student responses: thermometer, listen to your heart and lungs,  
check your eyes, ears, nose, and throat, etc.  List student responses on the board.

Extension

Show students pictures of the tools doctors use to take their temperature,  
listen to their heart, check weight, etc.

Which tool is used to <listen to your heart>?

Anchor Activity

• Optional: Pictures of tools doctors use  
(i.e., thermometer, stethoscope, scale , etc.).
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Instructional Terms

article

a short piece of writing  
like we find in a magazine

sidebar

text and pictures that help 
us understand the article
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Apply

Read

Purpose Statement

Animals sometimes need doctors, also!  Today we will learn  
about doctors who take care of gorillas.  Let’s read to answer  
these questions:

• Where do mountain gorillas live?

• Why do gorillas need help?

• How are doctors helping gorillas?

Hand out Close Reading Passages according to reading level.

Close Reading Passages

We learned about doctors who help gorillas.  Turn your page over and let’s see what you learned.  
Don’t forget that you can turn the page over to the front and check your answers!

Work in small groups to read / re-read the article and complete the On-the-Back Activity  
at students’ individual reading levels.

As a whole group, read the Transitional Level 3-4 or Conventional Level 5 Article with a Sidebar.

Use the Successful Strategies adult tip sheets to support instruction  
(located under the Resources tab at the top of the Readtopia webpage).
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Keyword Glossary

Mountain Gorilla

A gorilla that lives  
in the forest high in the  
mountains of Africa.  
Mountain gorillas  
have thick fur  
to keep them warm.

orphan

a baby gorilla whose  
mother has died
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Readtopia© Shared Reading lessons are designed to engage readers in interactions  
while reading together with an adult. The focus is on reading with students—not to them.   
The goal is to guide students in leading the interactions and making meaning as they  
read together with a knowledgeable adult. 

Using two research-based strategies, Shared Reading lessons provide the instructional guidance 
and support that help you to teach students to engage with text in ways needed to eventually read 
and / or listen with comprehension.  Scripted interactions for each page of the Emergent Level 2 
graphic novel help you model appropriate and effective communication with students presenting 
with a wide range of needs and abilities.  These interactions are designed to build:

• Emergent literacy understandings
• Expressive and receptive communication skills
• Understanding and concepts of print

Through reading and interacting with students around engaging content during shared reading,  
you will demonstrate how to make meaning from print.  And you’ll show students that reading  
a good story is fun and entertaining!

CAR

The CAR shared reading strategy provides a structure that guides readers, encouraging  
engagement and interaction with a story while building, supporting, and modeling communication 
skills.  CAR is appropriate for readers in the earliest stages of symbolic communication  
and print awareness, who may or may not show interest and enjoyment during shared reading.

In short, the CAR strategy begins by reading the text on a page and then:

 Comment  |  make a simple comment about the text or illustration 

   Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.

 Ask  |  if students do not make their own comments, explicitly ask them to participate 

   Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.

 Respond  |  watch students carefully and repeat or attribute meaning  
to any communication act.  Then, respond by adding a little more.

Shared Reading
Interacting and Making Meaning

39

Teacher Tip
It is important to pause for at least 5 seconds after each comment and / or 
question in order to allow students enough time to process the language 
and construct an answer or initiate a new comment or question.

Explanation
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Read the Page… Pause… and Comment

Comments focus on illustrations, the meaning of the text, 
and the print itself.

Dr. Dolittle likes animals!

Stop and Wait 5+ Seconds

Ask for Participation 
If no student communicates, they are explicitly  
asked to participate. 

Tell me what you see.

Stop and Wait 5+ Seconds

Repeat and Respond by Adding More 
The adult repeats what the student says / does,  
and expands and extends the student’s response  
by adding a little more (typically one or two words).

     Example

     Student: Birds.

     Adult: Birds!  Lots of birds.  (expand)   
      Let’s count them: one, two, three, four,  
      five, six birds!  (extend)

After the CAR cycle, whether or not the students interact, go on to the next page and repeat it.

The next section provides a more detailed example in the context of an actual  
shared reading lesson implementing the CAR strategy.

5
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Teacher Tip
Accept, model, encourage, and repeat all forms of communication.
•  Verbal / Vocalization  •  Facial Features  •  AAC 
•  Body Language  •  Sign Language
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Put a CROWD in the CAR

As students begin to initiate communication and interact during shared reading,  
the CROWD strategy is added to the CAR.  CROWD questions and comments,  
following the CAR structure of interaction, guide students in more sophisticated  
communications and interactions through the use of one of these five structures:

 Completion: Students are asked to complete a sentence presented by the teacher.
  What animals is Dr. Dolittle helping?  He is helping ____________________.

 Recall: Students are asked to tell about things that have been read.
  Dr. Dolittle likes this dog.  His dog’s name is ____________________.

 Open-Ended: Students are asked questions that don’t have a specific answer.   
 Students draw on their background knowledge to tell about story illustrations  
 and / or vocabulary.
  Look at the picture.  Do you remember the dog’s name?

 Wh— Questions: Students are asked to respond to direct wh- questions.
  The people stay away from Dr. Dolittle’s house.  Why do they stay away?

 Distancing: Students are guided in connecting something in the book  
 to their personal experience.
  Do you have an animal living at your house?

The next section provides a more detailed example in the context of an actual  
shared reading lesson implementing the CROWD in the CAR strategy. 

41
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Read the Page… Pause… and Comment

Comments focus on illustrations, the meaning of the text, 
and the print itself.

 This is Doctor John Dolittle.  They call him  
 Dr. Dolittle for short.  Do any of you have a name  
 we call you for short?  (Distancing)

Stop and Wait 5+ Seconds

Ask for Participation
If no student communicates, they are explicitly  
asked to participate.

 My name is <say your full name>.   
 People call me <say your shortened name>  
 for short.  What do people call you?

Stop and Wait 5+ Seconds

Repeat and Respond by Adding More 
The adult repeats what the student says / does,  
and expands and extends the student’s response  
by adding a little more (typically one or two words).

 Student: Sam.

 Adult: Yes!  Sam is short for Samantha.  (expand)   
             Her name is Samantha,  
  but we call her Sam for short.  (extend)

5

42
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Shared Reading
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Dr. Dolittle likes animals! This is Doctor John Dolittle.   
They call him Dr. Dolittle for short.  
Do any of you have a name  
we call you for short?  (Distancing)

Tell me what you see. My name is <say your full name>.  
People call me <say your shortened 
name> for short.  What do people 
call you?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

Read the Page

5
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Example
Student: Birds.

Adult: Birds!  Lots of birds.   
Let’s count them: one, two, 
three, four, five, six birds!

Example
Student: Sam.

Adult: Yes!  Sam is short for Samantha.  
Her name is Samantha,  
but we call her Sam for short.
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Dr. Dolittle lives here. Do you have an animal living  
at your house?  (Distancing)

Show me where he lives. Do you have a pet?   
(Provide options as needed.)

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

6
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Example
Student: Lots of animals.

Adult: Lots of animals.   
Lots of animals live here.  
They live with Dr. Dolittle.

Example
Student: We have a cat.  His name is Bob.

Adult: You have a cat named Bob!   
Tell us about Bob.
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Look!   
Animals are everywhere.

Look at the picture.  What animals  
are in Dr. Dolittle’s house?  
(Open-Ended)

You say it...   
“Look!”

Look at the picture.   
What animals do you see?   
(Point to each animal  
as students name them.)

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

7
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Example
Student: Pig.

Adult: Pig.  Look!  There is a pig 
in the house!

Example
Student: (Points at the picture of the owl  

in the book.)

Adult: Oh, an owl.  The owl is in the house.
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Dr. Dolittle likes them. Dr. Dolittle likes this dog.   
What is the dog’s name?   
(Provide choices if needed.)  (Recall)

You can say,  
“Likes!  He likes them.”

What’s this dog’s name?   
Is it Chee-Chee or Jip?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

8
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Example
Student: (Points to the monkey.)

Adult: Monkey.  Dr. Dolitte likes 
Chee-Chee the monkey.

Example
Student: Jip.

Adult: Jip!  This dog’s name is Jip.   
Jip is one of Dr. Dolittle’s  
favorite animals.
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Point to the picture  
of Polynesia.
Polynesia?   
Polynesia is a parrot.

Polynesia is always 
_______________.  (Completion)

Look at the bird. Polynesia is always doing  
something.  Polynesia is always 
_______________.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

9
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Example
Student: Parrot!

Adult: Yes, parrot!  That’s the bird.   
(Point to the picture  
of Polynesia.)   
That’s Polynesia.

Example
Student: (Signs talk.)

Adult: Talk.  Yes!   
Polynesia is always talking.
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Dr. Dolittle needs money. Who does Dr. Dolittle like most:  
people or animals?  (Recall)

Doctor Dolittle  
needs more money.   
You can say, “More.”

Tell me.  Does Dr. Dolittle  
like animals more?  Or does  
he like people more?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

10
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Example
Student: Vocalizes indistinctly.

Adult: More?  Are you telling  
me more?  He needs  
more money.

Example
Student: Animals.

Adult: Animals.  Dr. Dolittle likes animals 
more than people.
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Activate Background Knowledge

1. Play the video from the previous lesson.

2. Write the word “fractions” on the board.

3. Remind students that:

a. Fraction: part of a whole thing or a group of things

4. Have a few paper circles or paper plates available. 

5. Let’s pretend this circle is a whole pizza. If I want to share this pizza with another person,  
I need to cut it into two pieces. I need to cut the pizza in half.

6. Let’s say that I want to share the pizza, but I cut it like this (cut the circle into one large piece  
and one small piece) Is that fair? No, it’s not. The pieces are not the same size.  
(Hold up the smaller piece). Is this half of the pizza? No, two pieces are not the same or equal. 

7. Let’s try again. (cut the circle into two equal pieces). Each piece is one half of the pizza.  
When we put the pieces back together they make a whole pizza again.

 •  If needed, you can repeat cutting the circle into thirds or fourths.

Purpose Statement

Let’s work together to learn more about fractions.

Students will sort equal sets, identify and write fractions, and match fractions to area models. 

MATH Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain  |  Number and Operations – Fractions 

Chapter 1: Doctor Dolittle of Puddleby

Anchor

49
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Directions

During this portion of the lesson, students are divided into four groups based on ability.  
Differentiated instruction is delivered in small groups. 

Now, some of us are going to sort into equal sets and some of us are going to work with fractions. 

Group 1 (M1)

Using sets of picture cards with 5 African animals, and the 5 basic shapes, the students will sort 
into equal sets. (Pass out picture cards).

We are going to sort picture cards into groups or sets that are equal. Equal means the same 
number or amount. 

First, let’s make a group or set of three African Animals. Put three African animals into one group 
or set. (Check for correctness). 

Can you name the animals in this set? Great! Now, let’s make an equal set using shapes.  
(Check for correctness). 

Can you name the shapes in this set? Good job! How many shapes did you put in your set?  
Good job, You have three African Animals and three shapes. You have equal sets. 

Repeat the activity creating a variety of sets between one and five.

Group 2 (M2)

Using manipulatives, the students will sort into equal sets. Students will need 8 manipulatives  
(ex. color counters, Snap Cubes, square color tiles). (Pass out manipulatives).

We are going to sort (name of manipulatives) into equal groups or sets. Equal means the same 
number or amount. 

Let’s start by making groups or sets of two. Use all of your (name of manipulatives).  
(Check for correctness). 

How many sets of two did you make? Four. That’s right! How do you know the sets are 
equal? That’s right. Each set has the same amount. There are the same number of (name of 
manipulatives) in each set. 

Let’s put the (name of manipulatives) back together. Now let’s make new sets of four. Use all of 
your (name of manipulatives). (Check for correctness). 

How many sets of two did you make? Two. That’s right! How do you know the sets are equal? 
That’s right. There are the same number of (name of manipulatives) in each set. 

So far you have made sets of two and four. Can we make equal sets of five?  
(Give students an opportunity to work with manipulatives and figure out the answer).

Apply
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No, we cannot  make equal sets of five. We have one group of five (name of manipulatives)  
and another group of three. The groups are not equal.

Group 3 (M3)

Using picture cards, students will identify and write the fractions:  ½, 1/3, ¼. 1/10. They will also 
identify and write 1 whole. (Pass out picture cards).

We are going to identify and write some fractions. We will also identify and write one. 

Let’s start with one. One is the whole shape colored in. No parts are missing. Which picture card 
shows one whole shape? (Check for correctness). 

Now, take a blank card and write one on it. (Check for correctness). Good job. 

Let’s look for the picture card that shows the shape separated into two equal pieces or in  
halves. One half of the shape is colored in. Which picture card shows one half of a shape?  
(Check for correctness). 

Now, take a blank card and write one half on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Let’s try to find the shape cards separated into three equal pieces or thirds.  
One third of the shape is colored in. Which picture card shows one third of a shape?  
(Check for correctness). 

Now, take a blank card and write one third on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Let’s try to find the shape cards separated into four equal pieces or fourths.  
One fourth of the shape is colored in. Which picture card shows one fourth of a shape?  
(Check for correctness).

Now, take a blank card and write one fourth on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. We have one card left. How many pieces are in the last shape? That’s right.  
The last shape is separated into ten pieces. Only one piece is colored in, so this card is  
showing us one tenth.

Now, take a blank card and write one tenth on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. You identified and wrote 1 and the fractions ½. 1/3, ¼ and 1/10. 

Group 4 (M4)

Using picture cards, students will match fraction sets and area models. Students will identify  
and write fractions including halves, thirds, fourths, and tenths. Students will also need 4 blank 
note cards.

Apply
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Follow-Up

(Pass out picture cards. Separate the cards into 2 groups, sets and area models). We are going 
to identify and write some fractions. We will identify the fractions using sets. Sets are groups of 
objects that belong together. These are your set cards. (Point to the set cards). 

Once we find the right set, we will match it to an area model. Area models look like this.  
They are rectangles. These are your area model cards. (Point to the area model cards). 

Let’s look for the picture card that shows the set model one half. One half of the shapes are 
colored in. Which picture card shows one half? (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Can you find the area model that shows one half? (Check for correctness). 

Great. Now, take a blank card and write 1/2 on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Let’s find the set model for two thirds. Two thirds of the shapes are colored in.  
Which picture card shows two thirds? (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Can you find the area model that shows one two thirds? (Check for correctness). 

Great. Now, take a blank card and write 1/3 on it.  (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Let’s find the set model for one fourth. One fourth of the shapes are colored in.  
Which picture card shows one fourth? (Check for correctness). 

Good job. Can you find the area model that shows one fourth? (Check for correctness). 

Great. Now, take a blank card and write 1/4 on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. We have one set card left. How many pieces are in the last set? That’s right.  
The last set has ten pieces. How many pieces are colored in? That’s right. There are four  
pieces colored in, so this card is showing us four tenths. 

Good job. Can you find the area model that shows four tenths? (Check for correctness). 

Great.  Now, take a blank card and write 4/10 on it. (Check for correctness). 

Good job. You identified and wrote the fractions 1/2, 2/3, 1/4 and 4/10.

Apply

Example of a fraction of a set. Example of an area model.
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Share student work with time

A fractions is a part of a whole thing. We use fractions in the kitchen when we cut up a  
pizza, when we cut our sandwich in half, or when we measure things to make cookies or a cake. 
Fractions help us tell time, count money, and measure things with a ruler.

Follow-Up
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Key Ideas and Details Interactive Read Aloud lessons are intended to teach students about  
the information in the text.  Teachers are guided in describing and discussing information about  
the characters, setting, and / or facts that are in the text.  Sometimes, lessons also focus on building 
students’ understanding of the structure of the text.  Key Ideas and Details lessons will help students 
make progress on the Language Comprehension scale on the Emergent Literacy Measure.

In short, during the Key Ideas and Details Interactive Read Aloud lesson, the teacher will:

READ the text aloud and COMMENT ON ONE KEY IDEA or DETAIL on each page.

Then, as in all shared and interactive reading lessons:

Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.   
Watch and listen to students carefully.

Repeat or attribute meaning to any communication act.   
Respond by adding a little more.

After you have read the text and commented on a key idea or detail,  
whether or not the students interact, go on to the next page and repeat the process.

The next section provides more detail in the context of an actual Interactive Read Aloud lesson.

Interactive Read Aloud
Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details

54

Teacher Tip
Bring the story to life using:
•  Gestures   •  Intontation 
•  Facial Expressions  •  Body Language

Important Note
Readtopia Interactive Read Aloud lessons are designed to engage  
and elicit participation from ALL of the students in your classroom.   
Simple comments are accessible to your most emergent students,  
yet allow and encourage transitional and conventional students  
to respond in greater depth and detail as they are able.

Explanation
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READ the text aloud and COMMENT ON ONE KEY IDEA or DETAIL

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Uh-oh!  The money is gone.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Example
Student: (Points to piano in picture and selects gone on AAC display.)

Adult: (Point to gone on AAC.)   
The piano is gone.  Dr. Dolittle sold it for money.   
But that money is gone, too!

10
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Teacher Tip
Accept, model, encourage, and repeat all forms of communication.
•  Verbal / Vocalization  •  Facial Features  •  AAC 
•  Body Language  •  Sign Language
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Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor 

Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Uh-oh!  The money is gone.   
Dr. Dolittle is out of money!

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Polynesia is a talking parrot.  
He talks to Dr. Dolittle.  He says 
other animals can talk, too!

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

10

11
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Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Polynesia talks in people’s  
language.  He also talks  
in bird language.  He says that 
all animals talk in some way.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Look!  Jip is talking  
with his ears and his tail!

Point to Jip, the dog.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Polynesia is telling Dr. Dolittle 
what Jip is saying.

Point to Polynesia.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor 

Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details

12

13
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Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

That’s so cool.  A parrot  
taught Dr. Dolittle how to talk  
to animals!

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Dr. Dolittle helped all kinds  
of animals.  But they could  
not pay him.  Dr. Dolittle  
still had no money.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor 

Focus  |  Key Ideas and Details

14

15
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• Demonstrate emerging understanding of conventions of standard English
• Demonstrate emerging understanding of conventions of standard English
• Identify the first and last letter of a word
• Identify where one word ends and a new word begins
• Recognize that there is a space between words
• Arrange words in a logical order to form a complete sentence

• Completed Predictable Chart from Lesson 7
• Classroom pointer or marker
Ways to engage all learners!

• Single Message Devices
• Speech Generating Devices
• Partner Assisted Scanning

Predictable Chart Writing
Activity #2  |  Re-read the Chart

Topic  |  Favorite Animals

Strategy  |  Read and Re-read a Predictable Chart

Objectives

What You Will Need

59

See Explanation  
on Pgs. 31-32
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1  Read the Chart as a Group

 This is the chart we wrote together the other day.  Let’s read it together.   
 I will point to each word as we read.

 Chorally read the chart.  Emphasize the repetition of the sentence frame.   
 Point to each word as you read to model what a fluent reading of the text sounds like.   
 Call attention to the following:

• We start reading at the top and move down, reading from left to right.
• Every sentence begins with a capital letter.
• Every sentence ends with a period.
• Promote student engagement!

• Have students clap, chant, or rap the words as they say or think them.
• As appropriate to writing topic / content, modify your voice when  

rereading the text (trembling voice, excited voice, whisper, or a deep voice).   
For example, say, “It was scary,” with a trembling voice.

 2  Group Reads Chart Aloud as Individual Student(s) Point to Words

 Now, let’s have <student’s name> point to the words as we read the chart again.

 Selecting a different student each time, chorally read the chart two to three times.

 3  Introduce an Element of Text

 Identify the word with the target letter.

 You did a great job reading and pointing to the words in our chart!   
 Now we are going to find any words that have the letter  l.

• Write the uppercase and lowercase letters  L  l  on the board.  Point to the letters.
• Remind students that the letter  l  represents the sound /l/ like in the word  like  or  letter.

Re-read the Chart

60

Teacher Tip
Provide students with a classroom pointer, marker, or headlight pointer  
to lead the choral reading.
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• Work as a group to find the letter  l  in the first sentence of the chart.  For example:

  Let’s see if we can find the letter  l  in this sentence.

  Point to I like pandas.

  Raise your hand, give a thumbs up, or make a sound if you see the letter  l   
 when I point to each word.

  Slowly point to each word as you say it.  Stop when students indicate  
 a word has a letter  l.

 4  Identify the Target Letter within a Word

 Now, signal when I point to the letter  l  in the word  like.

 Point to the word  like.  Slowly point to each letter in the word.   
 Stop when the students identify the letter they think represents the letter  l.

• Confirm students’ correct responses.  Identify whether the letter  
is a capital or lowercase letter.

 OR

• Point back to the letters  L  l  on the board to remind students  
of the letter they are looking for to try again.

 Continue to identify the remaining words with the letter  i  within the remaining  
 sentences in your chart.  Be sure to include student names.

 5  Read the Chart as a Group

 Well done!  You found the letter  l  in our chart.  The letter  l  represents the  /l/  sound.   
 Now, let’s read the chart again.  We will start at the top.

• Point to the title Favorite Animals.

 We will read from the left...

 Point the left side of the title.

 ...to the right.

 Point to the right side of the title.

 We will read all the way to the end of our chart.

 Point to the end of the chart.

• Chorally read the entire text while pointing to each word.  Emphasize the repetition  
of the sentence frame and model what a fluent reading of the text sounds like.
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Purpose Statement

We are going to work independently to complete a fractions activity. Remember, fractions are a part 
of a whole thing or a group of things. Some of you are going to identify a set, some of you are going 
to identify fractions, and some of you are going to match fractions to sets. 

Complete Independent Practice

MATH Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain  |  Numbers and Operations – Fractions  

Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

Independent Practice

Numbers and Operations – Fractions

M1 • Recognize separate, set, and whole 

M2 • Divide into equal sets or areas

M3 • Recognize ½, 1/3, ¼, and 1/10 

M4
• Recognize halves, thirds, fourths, and tenths using set  

and area models 

62

Teacher Tip
For all levels, encourage students to proceed slowly, looking carefully  
at each of the choices. Remind students that the choices are similar,  
so they should look for small differences.
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Video Lesson: Elephants and Their Amazing Trunks
Topic  |  Elephants and their amazing trunks

Objective  |  Identify details and engage in collaborative discussion  
related to the main idea of a video presentation.

Teacher Preparation

Anchor

Activate Background Knowledge

We use our bodies in many ways.  Let’s name some ways  
we use different parts of our body.  Let’s start with our nose.   
What do you use your nose for?

Write students’ words and phrases next to the appropriate body part.

Anchor Activity

• Use an interactive whiteboard or computer projection system  
to display the My Body anchor graphic organizer.

My Body Anchor Activity

63

• To smell
• To blow

• To eat
• To talk
• To sing
• To whistle
• To kiss

• To see
• To cry
• To wink
• To close when sleeping

• To write
• To hug
• To hit
• To pick things up
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Watch the Video

Use the same question for eyes, mouth, and hands.

You used what you already know to name things we can do with our bodies.   
In chapter 2 of Dr. Dolittle, the animals do different things with parts of their bodies, also.   
For example, Jip, the dog, uses his tail and his ears to say “It’s starting to rain!”

Purpose Statement

Today we are going to watch a video about elephants.  An elephant is an amazing animal.   
It has a long trunk.  The trunk works like a nose and lets the elephant smell things.   
But an elephant’s trunk can do many things.  Watch the video to answer this question:  
What can an elephant do with its trunk?

Watch the video from beginning to end without stopping to provide an engaging  
and cohesive viewing experience that best supports student engagement and comprehension.

64

Teacher Tip
If students say they can use their hands to talk, ask them to show you.   
If students do not mention using their hands to talk:

Do you think we can use our hands to talk?

Pause for responses.

Let’s see if I can talk with my hands!  Ready?   
What does this mean?
• Signal “Stop” with your hand.   

Pause for response: Stop.
• “Wave” to the students.   

Pause for responses: Hi / Hello.
• Use sign language to demonstrate letters of the alphabet!
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Apply

We watched a video about elephants and their amazing trunks.  Let’s think about what we learned.  
Look at the pictures to help you remember.  Tell a partner or adult what you learned.

Hand out leveled Video Response Sheets according to reading level.   
Work in small groups to view and discuss pictures from the video.

Extension

What part of your body do you think is most amazing?  Why?

Video Response Sheets

Video Thumbnails

Included are seven screen shots from the video to help with your classroom discussion.   
Larger versions for students are available at myreadtopia.com.

65

https://myreadtopia.com
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Close Reading Lesson
Fantastic Facts  |  Elephant Trunks

Objective  |  Identify words in the text to answer  
a question about explicit information.

Teacher Preparation

Anchor

Activate Background Knowledge

Display and point to the graphic organizer, An Elephant’s Trunk.

Today we will watch the video about elephants again.   
The video told us some ways that elephants use their trunks.

Watch the video, Elephants and Their Amazing Trunks.

Let’s see what you know now after watching the video.

Pause for student responses.

Write responses under the I know ... heading.

Anchor Activity

• Display or project the graphic organizer, An Elephant’s Trunk.

• Prepare to show the video, Elephants and Their Amazing 
Trunks, from Lesson 21.

Fantastic Facts Activity

66

Instructional Terms

fact

something that is true
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Well done!  You watched the video.  Now you know some things that elephants  
can do with their trunks.

67

• pick fruit from trees
• drink water
• smell
• fight other animals
• give a friendly touch
• jump

• swim
• make a loud noise like a trumpet
• purr like a cat
• afraid of mice
• remember things for a long time
• love to eat peanuts

Important Note
The details in black are facts.  The details in red italics are incorrect.   
The incorrect details in the I think … column are myths.   
These incorrect answers may be used for an extension activity.
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Apply

Read

Close Reading Passages

Purpose Statement

Today, we will read more fantastic facts about an elephant’s trunk.   
What else do you remember about elephants and their trunks?

Pause for student responses.   
Write student responses on the graphic organizer under the I think ... heading.

You have some great guesses!  Let’s read to see if we find any of your guesses in this article.

Hand out Close Reading Passages according to reading level.

We read some fantastic facts about an elephant’s trunk.   
Turn the page over and let’s see what else we learned.   
Remember that you can turn back to the front page to find and check your answers!

Follow-Up & Extension

Look back at what students thought an elephant’s trunk could do.

• As a group, review students’ predictions on the graphic organizer.   
Identify and celebrate predictions that were verified in the article.

• Check other resources for facts about elephants and their trunks.   
Identify and celebrate any correct predictions that were not identified  
in the article or the video.

As a whole group, read the Transitional Level 3-4 or Conventional Level 5 Fantastic Facts.

Use the Successful Strategies adult tip sheets to support instruction.
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Shared Reading
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

Polynesia will help. An animal doctor?   
What does an animal doctor do?  
(Open-Ended)

You say it, Polynesia  
will _______________.

Does an animal doctor  
help people or animals?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

Read the Page

11

69

Example
Student: (Signs help.)

Adult: Help.  (Repeat the sign.)  
Polynesia will help.   
He will help Dr. Dolittle  
be an animal doctor.

Example
Student: (Points to the picture of Polynesia.)

Adult: Polynesia.  Polynesia is an animal.  
An animal doctor helps animals.   
Dr. Dolittle can help sick animals.

See Explanation  
on Pgs. 39-42
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Shared Reading
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

All animals can talk. Polynesia teaches Dr. Dolittle  
animal language.  What’s language?  
(Wh— Question)

All animals can talk.   
People can talk.

Language.   
Do you know that word?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

Read the Page

12
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Example
Student: (Reaches for the book.)

Adult: Right now you are talking 
by reaching.  You are telling 
me you want the book.

Example
Student: (Points to talk on AAC device.)

Adult: Talk.  (Point to talk on AAC device.)   
Language is the way we talk.   
Polynesia teaches Dr. Dolittle  
how animals talk.
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He can speak  
dog language!     

Dr. Dolittle can speak to all animals.  
What animals would you like  
to talk to?  (Open-Ended)

Show me the dog. I would like to talk to my fish.   
What animal would you like  
to talk to?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

13
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Example
Student: (Points to the parrot.)

Adult: That is the parrot,  
Polynesia.  This is the dog.  
(Point to the dog.)

Example
Student: (Points to Polynesia in book.)

Adult: That is Polynesia.  (Point to picture 
in the book.)  Polynesia is a bird.   
Would you like to talk to a bird?
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Shared Reading
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

He helps. What animals is Dr. Dolittle helping?  
He is helping _______________.  
(Completion)

You can say,  
“Helps.  He helps.”

You finish it.   
He is helping _______________.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

14
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Example
Student: (Signs help horse.)

Adult: Help horse.  (Say and sign 
the words.)  He helps the 
horse.  (Point to Dr. Dolittle 
and the horse.)  He helps 
all the animals.  (Point to 
each animal in the picture.)

Example
Student: (Points at picture and speaks.)  

Monkey and bird.
Adult: Monkey and bird.  (Point at the  

monkey and the bird in the picture.)  
He is helping the monkey and  
the bird.  Who else is he helping?
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Uh-oh.   
Dr. Dolittle has problems.

Dr. Dolittle has two problems.   
What are his problems?  (Recall)

He has two problems! I am going to read this again.   
You listen to remember two problems.   
(Read the page again.)   
What problems does he have? 

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor

15
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Example
Student: (Points to no go on AAC 

device.)

Adult: No go.  (Point to no  
and go on AAC device.)  
The animals do not want  
to go.  They don’t want  
to leave!

Example
Student: Pay.

Adult: Pay.  The animals cannot pay.   
That is one problem.   
The other problem is that  
the animals will not leave.
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Purpose Statement

Today we will learn about addition. Addition is when we put together or combine objects or 
numbers. Let’s say we want to find out how many students are in our classroom. We can count all 
the boys and get a number. Then we can count all the girls and get a number. If we put those two 
numbers together, we will know how many students are in our classroom. That’s addition! 

Video Review

1. What was the video about?

2. What was your favorite part about the video?

3. How did Dr. Dolittle use addition when new animals came to stay with him?

Challenge Questions

(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the lesson 
and overall complexity.)

4. What animals did Dr. Dolittle add?

5. Can you think of a time when you used addition? Please explain.

MATH Video Lesson: Addition
Domain  |  Addition  

Chapter 2: An Animal Doctor 

Anchor

Watch

Vocabulary Instruction

Summary Quiz
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We have some new vocabulary words to learn today.  
The first word is addition. Does anyone remember the word 
addition from the video?

Hold up the picture of addition.

Addition is when numbers or objects are put together or combined.

Hold up picture of more.

When you use addition to put objects or numbers together,  
you get more.

Hold up picture of a total.

The total is the number you get when put together or combine different groups to come up  
with the answer.

Now, we are going to play a vocabulary game. Our vocabulary game includes our new math words. 
It also includes a word from our last math lesson. First, I will give you some pictures. Then I will say a 
word. I want you to find the right picture for each word. Ready?

Hold up the word addition. 

The first word is addition. Find addition.

Hold up the word separate.

The next word is separate. Find separate.

Hold up the word more.

The next word is more. Find more.

Hold up the word total. 

The last word is total. Find total.

Great job working on your new vocabulary words. Remember, addition is when we put together or 
combine objects or numbers. 

Vocabulary Instruction

Summary Quiz
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Challenge Activity

(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the lesson 
and overall complexity.)

Read students the definition and have them find the correct picture card. Example: Show me the 
picture that means when something is said or done over and over. The student would then attempt 
to select the picture for repeat.
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Interactive Read Aloud lessons are designed to help  
students learn to integrate multiple ideas in the text and to integrate their knowledge, skills,  
and experiences with the information provided in the text.  These lessons include what  
are often called text-to-text and text-to-self connections.  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  
lessons will help students make progress on the Language Comprehension and Communication 
scales on the Emergent Literacy Measure.

In short, during the Integration of Knowledge and Ideas Interactive Read Aloud lesson,  
the teacher will:

READ the text aloud and FOCUS and COMMENT ON MAKING ONE CONNECTION 
TO or INTEGRATING TWO IDEAS on each page or ONE IDEA from each page  
with student knowledge, skills, and experiences.

Teachers provide multiple opportunities for students to communicate their thoughts and feelings 
following the reading of the text and after each comment they make as they:

Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.   
Watch and listen to students carefully.

Repeat or attribute meaning to any communication act.   
Respond by adding a little more.

Next, teachers READ ALOUD the text that is related to the picture.  Then:

Wait 5 or more seconds to give the students a chance to make a comment.   
Watch and listen to students carefully.

Repeat or attribute meaning to any communication act.   
Respond by adding a little more.

After you have read the text and commented to make one connection to or integrate one idea  
from the text, whether or not the students interact, go on to the next page and repeat the process.  
NOTE: During this Interactive Read Aloud, use of WH— questions is minimized given the complexity 
of the integration task.  This helps students focus on the complex work of integrating ideas  
rather than focusing on the question itself.

The next section provides more detail in the context of an actual Interactive Read Aloud lesson.

Interactive Read Aloud
Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge  
        and Ideas

77

Explanation
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COMMENT TO MAKE ONE CONNECTION TO or INTEGRATE ONE IDEA

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

These animals are sick.   
I wonder how we can  
know that an animal is sick.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

When I feel sick, I look like this.   
 

Show me how you look  
when you feel sick.

Demonstrate facial expression 
and body language you might 
have when you feel sick.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Example
Student: (Selects bad on AAC device while making a “sick” face.)

Adult: (Point to bad on student’s AAC device while saying bad  
and making a “sick” face.)   
Do you feel bad when you are sick?  Or, are you saying you look bad?  
(Point to feel, bad, and look on student’s device.)   
Feel bad or look bad?

16

78

Teacher Tip
Accept, model, encourage, and repeat all forms of communication.
•  Verbal / Vocalization  •  Facial Features  •  AAC 
•  Body Language  •  Sign Language
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Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money 

Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

These animals are sick.   
I wonder how we can know 
that an animal is sick.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

When I feel sick, I look like this.   
 

Show me how you look  
when you feel sick.

Demonstrate facial expression 
and body language you might 
have when you feel sick.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

This crocodile has a sore tooth.  
That hurts!  Have you had  
a sore tooth?  How did it feel?

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

16

17
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Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money 

Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Uh oh!  Sarah says,  
“No crocodile at our house!”  
What’s so bad about having  
a crocodile in your house?

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

The crocodile promised  
Dr. Dolittle not to bite  
or eat anyone.  Do you think 
the crocodile will keep  
its promise?  Why?

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

18

19
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Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money 

Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Everyone was afraid  
of the crocodile.  It’s smart  
to be afraid.  Crocodiles  
are dangerous!

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

The monkeys are sick.   
Dr. Dolittle can help them! 

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

When you get sick,  
your doctor can help you, too!

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

20

21
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Interactive Read Aloud
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money 

Focus  |  Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Africa is far away from  
Dr. Dolittle’s home in England.  
It will take many days  
to get there.

Point to the map.   
Point to England,  
and trace a line to Africa.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Read the text.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

Dr. Dolittle borrowed a boat  
to go to Africa.  But he didn’t 
know the way.  A bird called  
a swallow knew the way.   
The boat followed the bird.

Wait  •  Repeat  •  Respond

22

23
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• Demonstrate emerging understanding of conventions of standard English
• Identify the first and last letter of a word
• Identify where one word ends and a new word begins
• Recognize that words are made up of letters surrounded by space
• Arrange words in a logical order to form a complete sentence

• Completed Predictable Chart from Lesson 17
• Classroom pointer or marker
• Two sentence strips for each student’s individual sentence.   

NOTE: The second sentence strip is an extra to be used as needed.
• One pair of scissors / adaptive scissors for each student.
• A roll of clear tape for each small group.
• Pocket Chart or tape to display teacher sentence strip and individual words when cut apart.
Ways to engage all learners!

• Single Message Devices
• Speech Generating Devices
• Partner Assisted Scanning

Predictable Chart Writing
Activity #3  |  Work with Sentence Strips

Topic  |  Favorite Animals

Strategy  |  Identify and Sequence Words within a Sentence

Objectives

What You Will Need

83

See Explanation  
on Pgs. 31-32
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1  Read the Chart as a Group

 This is the chart we wrote together the other day.  Let’s read it together.   
 I will point to each word as we read.

• Chorally read the chart aloud.  Point to each word as you say it to model  
fluent reading from top to bottom, left to right.

• Remind students that the first words of each sentence—the sentence frame—are the same.  
Point out the words and ask students to read them with you, aloud or in their heads.

 2  Introduce the Activity

 Today, we are going to cut our sentences into words.  Let’s start with the first sentence  
 of our chart: I like pandas.  Let’s read it together.

• Hold up one of the two sentence strips you prepared before the lesson.   
Point at each word as you chorally read the sentence aloud.   
NOTE: Keep the second sentence strip face down out of students’ sight.   
Use as an extra sentence to cut apart as needed.

 Now I am going to cut my sentence into words.
• Think aloud as you identify where to cut between words.

• Identify the beginning and ending letters of each word.
• Remind students that the words are the groups of letters with space around them.

• After cutting each word, place the words in a pocket chart or attach to the board  
with tape and put them in different orders, reading the sentence each time to highlight  
when it does and does not sound right.

Work with Sentence Strips

84

Teacher Tip
Depending on the level of your students remind them:

• We always start a sentence with a capital letter.
• We need a period at the end of this sentence.
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• Compare your reassembled sentence to the original sentence on the chart each time.
• Work as a group to confirm that the words are cut apart correctly  

and are in the same word order as the original sentence on the chart.

NOTE: Cutting sentences into words helps  
students develop an understanding of the  
concept of a word.  Students also begin  
to recognize the place where one word ends  
and another begins.

 3  Students Cut Sentences into Words

    Small Group Activity

 It’s your turn to cut your sentences into words!  Read the sentence.   
 Then cut your sentence into words.

• Working in pairs or small groups, have students cut their sentences into words.
• Guide students to identify the first and last letters of each word.
• Remind students that the words are the groups of letters with space around them.

IMPORTANT: Allow students to decide where to cut.  They will have an opportunity  
to correct their work when it is time to put it back together.  You also prepared  
a 2nd sentence strip just in case.

• Students unable to cut sentences independently can signal  
to indicate where to cut.  For example:

 I am going to move my finger / pointer under the letters.   
Signal for me to stop when I should cut.

• Avoid drawing lines, making dots, or otherwise cueing students  
regarding where they should cut.

pandas.

pandas.

pandas.

pandas.

I

I

I

I

like

like

like

like
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Favorite Animals

 I like pandas.     (Ms. P)

ò ò
I like birds.        (Jason)

ò ò
I like          .
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 If students’ cut-apart words do not match those in the original sentence,  
 model thinking about why they do not match.  For example:

 Look!  The first word in my sentence is  I.  The first word in your sentence is…
 Pause for student response.

 …  I.

 Do they match?  Yes, they are the same!
• Point to the word  I  on the sentence strip.

 Look at the next word.
• Point to the word  like  in the chart sentence.

 Do they match?
• Point to the student’s reconstructed sentence word  lik.  Pause for student response.

Do these words match?
• Pause for student responses.

No!  They are not the same.  Where should you cut to get the whole word  like?
• Pause for student responses.

 Correct!  You should cut after the letter  e  to get the whole word  like.
• Tape the paper together between the letters  k  and  e  or give the student  

the 2nd sentence strip to start again.
• Allow student to try cutting between the words again.

e pandas.I lik
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Teacher Tip
If the student is unable to correct their error, model where to cut.   
Initially, the goal for some students may be to just place the words  
from left to right in a random word order.

Favorite Animals

 I like pandas.     (Ms. P)

ò ò
I like birds.        (Jason)

ò ò
I like          .
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 5  Read the Entire Chart as a Group

 Well done!  You were able to cut your sentence into words and put it back together.   
 Now, let’s read the whole chart again.

 Remember to have fun by modifying your voice.

 4  Students Arrange Words into a Sentence

    Small Group Activity

 It’s time to put your words back together in a sentence.

• Pause to allow time for the students to arrange words.

 Let’s read the sentence you made.

• Chorally read the words in the order students place them, pointing at each word  
as you read.

 OR

• Encourage your student to independently read the words as ability allows.

 Now we’re going to check to see if the words in this sentence match the words  
 in the sentence in our chart.

• Help students find their sentence on the original chart.
• Read both sentences aloud.

 Does that sound right?  Does your sentence look and sound the same as this sentence  
 from the chart?

• Read the two sentences again.  Pause for student responses.
• Compare each word in the two sentences to see if they are the same or different.
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Keep a Positive Attitude
If you go through this process a couple of times and the student  
doesn’t see the error, help the student see how to cut between the words 
and read the sentence again.  Model, Model, Model!

Cutting in the wrong place gives you valuable information about your  
student.  Rearranging the words also gives you information and provides  
an opportunity to teach.  Continuously read what they have created,  
refer back to the chart, and encourage the students to try it another way.
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Activate Background Knowledge

1. Play the video from the previous lesson.

2. Write the word “addition” on the board.

3. Remind students that:

a. Addition: put together or combine objects or numbers. 

4. Print pictures of 6-8 animals. Divide pictures into two groups and tape them to the board. 

5. There are many ways to add objects and numbers. Let’s practice doing some addition.  
First, let’s count the animals in the first group.

6. Count animals. Write the number underneath the group.

7. Next, I am going to write an addition sign. This shows that we are adding two groups together. 
Now let’s count the animals in the second group.

8. Count animals. Write the number underneath the group.

9. Next I am going to add an equals sign. The equal sign shows that the total comes next. Now  
let’s add the two groups together to find how many animals there are altogether or in total.

10. Complete the addition problem and write the total on the board. Recount the animals  
if necessary. 

Purpose Statement

Let’s work together to learn more about adding to find the total number of objects.

Students will sort manipulatives into fives frames, tens frames, and a place value chart to complete 
addition problems. 

MATH Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain  |  Addition

Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money 

Anchor

Apply
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Directions

During this portion of the lesson, students are divided into four groups based on ability.  
Differentiated instruction is delivered in small groups. 

Today we are going to work on addition. We will use math counters and frame charts to help us 
learn addition. 

Group 1 (M1)

Using manipulatives (like teddy bear counters, snap cubes, color counters) and a five frame, 
count the total. 

(Hold up a five frame chart). 

This is called a five frame chart. Can you see why we call it a five frame chart? It is because there 
are five boxes. (count the boxes). We will use this five frame chart to help us learn addition. We 
are going to place (name manipulatives) one at a time on each square of the five frame. 

Let’s start by putting a (name manipulatives) on the first box. That is number one. 

Now let’s pick another (name manipulatives) and put it on the second box. That is number two. 
Now we have two (name manipulatives) on the five-frame chart. (Check for correctness). 

Let’s add another (name manipulatives) to the five-frame. Put it next to the other (name 
manipulatives). How many (name manipulatives) do we have now? Yes, we have three.  
The five-frame is filling up! 

Let’s add another (name manipulatives). Make sure to put it right next to the others. Now how 
many do we have? Yes, four is correct. We are going to add one more (name manipulatives) to 
the five-frame chart. 

Do all of your squares have a (name manipulatives) in them? (Check for correctness). How many 
(name manipulatives) do we have now? Yes, we have five (name manipulatives). You did a great 
job adding!

Apply
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Group 2 (M2)

Using manipulatives (like teddy bear counters, snap cubes, color counters) and a ten frame,  
count the number in two groups and add. Provide the students with two different colors  
of manipulatives.

(Hold up a ten frame chart). 

This is called a ten frame chart. Can you see why we call it a ten frame chart? It is because there 
are ten boxes. (count the boxes). We will use this ten frame chart to help us learn addition. We are 
going to count the number in two different groups using (name manipulatives). Then we will add 
the two groups together to find the total. 

Here are two different colored (name manipulatives). (Give the student 4 of one color and 2 of a 
different color). Sort the (name manipulatives) into two different colored groups. 

Put the first group of (name manipulatives) in the top row of the ten frame chart. Put one (name 
manipulatives) in each box. (Check for correctness). 

How many (name manipulatives) are in group one? Four, yes that is correct. 

Put the second group of (name manipulatives) in the bottom row of the ten frame. Put one (name 
manipulatives) in each box. (Check for correctness). How many (name manipulatives) are in group 
two? Two, yes that is correct. 

How many (name manipulatives) are there in both groups when you add them together? Yes, the 
total is 6 because 4 + 2 = 6. Great job adding the groups to get the total. 

Repeat the process giving students different combinations of two colored manipulatives to find 
different totals. Consider writing the number sentences on the board or anchor chart. 

Apply
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Group 3 (M3)

Using manipulatives (like teddy bear counters, snap cubes, color counters) and a ten frame,  
count the number in two groups and add. Provide the students with two different colors  
of manipulatives.

(Hold up a ten frame chart). 

This is called a ten frame chart. Can you see why we call it a ten frame chart? It is because there 
are ten boxes. (count the boxes). We will use this ten frame chart to help us learn addition. We are 
going to count to the number ten using (name manipulatives). 

Here are two different colored (name manipulatives). Sort the (name manipulatives) into two 
different colored groups. 

Put the first group of (name manipulatives) in the ten frame. Put one (name manipulatives) in each 
box. (Check for correctness). 

How many (name manipulatives) are in group one? Six, yes that is correct. 

Put the second group of (name manipulatives) in the ten frame. Put one (name manipulatives) in 
each box. (Check for correctness). How many (name manipulatives) are in group two? Four, yes 
that is correct. 

How many (name manipulatives) are there in both groups when you add them together?  
Yes, the total is 10 because 6 + 4 = 10. We could write this in an addition sentence like this.  
(Write 6 + 4 = 10). Great job adding the groups to get the total. 

Repeat the process giving students different combinations of two colored manipulatives to find  
10 in different ways. Consider writing the number sentences on the board or anchor chart. 

Apply
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Group 4 (M4)

Add to 100, using manipulatives (like place value blocks or place value disks) and a place  
value chart.

(Hold up a place value chart). 

This is called a place value chart. We will use this place value  
chart to help us learn addition. We are going to use (name manipulatives) to help us add  
larger numbers. 

If we have the addition problem 34 + 51, we can use the (name manipulatives) to build the 
problem. First let’s build 34 on the place value chart. How many tens will you need? Yes, that 
correct. Three, tens. (Check for correctness). 

How many ones will you need? Yes, that is correct. Four, ones. (Check for correctness). Put your 
(name manipulatives) on the chart. (Check for correctness). 

Now let’s add to that by building 51. How many tens will you need? Yes, that correct. Five, tens. 
(Check for correctness). 

How many ones will you need? Yes, that is correct. One, one. (Check for correctness). Put your 
(name manipulatives) on the chart. (Check for correctness). 

Let’s combine (name manipulatives) that are alike. How many tens do you have? Yes, you have 
eight tens. Eight tens equals 80. 30 + 50 = 80. 

How many ones do you have? Yes, you have five ones because 4 + 1 = 5. 

Apply

Hundreds Tens Ones
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Apply

Follow-Up

Now, how many do you have all together? Yes, you have 85. The eight tens make 80 and then 
the five ones are added on to make 85. Let’s write the addition number sentence for what we just 
did. (Write 34 + 51 = 85)

Let’s build a new problem for 24 + 42. First let’s build 24 on the place value chart. How many tens 
will you need? Yes, that’s correct two tens. (Check for correctness). 

How many ones will you need? Yes, that’s correct. Four ones. (Check for correctness). Put your 
(name manipulatives) on the chart. (Check for correctness). 

Now let’s add to that by building 42. How many tens will you need? Yes, that correct four tens. 
(Check for correctness). 

How many ones will you need? Yes, that’s correct. Two ones. (Check for correctness). Put your 
(name manipulatives) on the chart. (Check for correctness). 

Let’s combine (name manipulatives) that are alike. How many tens do you have? Yes, you should 
have six tens. Six tens equals 60. 20 + 40 = 60. 

How many ones do you have? Yes, you have six ones because 4 + 2 = 6. 

Now, how many do you have all together? Yes, you have 66. The six tens make 60. Then, the six 
ones are added on to make 66. Let’s write the addition number sentence for what we just did. 
(Write 24 + 42 = 66). Great job adding the groups to get the total.

Challenge Activity  
(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the 
lesson and overall complexity)

Students could be given addition problems to work on that involve trade or regrouping.

Share student groupings and methods of addition to find the total.

We worked together to add objects and numbers to find the total. Remember addition means  
to put together or combine objects or numbers. 
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Close Reading Lesson
Map Activity  |  Understanding Bird Migration

Objective  |  Use information from visual elements and words in the text  
to answer questions about explicit information.

Teacher Preparation

Anchor

Activate Background Knowledge

Display or project map of North America.

<North Dakota, Manitoba> is one of the coldest <states, provinces>  
in the winter.

Point to the state or province  
on the map.  Place the image  
of December in (North Dakota)  
near the region.

If I lived in <North Dakota, Manitoba>,  
I would feel very cold in winter.   
I would want to go to a warmer place.  
I could go to Mexico.  Mexico is 
warmer during the winter months.

Point to Mexico on the map.   
Place the image of December  
in Mexico near the region.

From <North Dakota, Manitoba>,  
I would fly south all the way  
to Mexico.

Let’s use this piece of string / yarn  
to show the path that I might travel.

• Display or project a map of North America.
• String or yarn to mark the path between two places.

Map Anchor Activity

December in (North Dakota)

December in Mexico
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Instructional Terms

map

a drawing of a place  
(like a city, a country,  
the world, the night sky,  
the solar system, etc.)
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If possible, have two students come to the map to hold the ends of the string / yarn  
on the two locations.

NOTE: If you live in a region that is cold in the winter, use your state or province for the lesson.

Purpose Statement

Some people go south during the winter months to enjoy  
warmer weather.  Many birds go south in winter, also.   
Let’s read a map to find out where swallows and Canada geese  
fly in winter.  Let’s read about why they go there.

Canada Goose Swallow

95

Keyword Glossary

Canada goose

a large bird with a brown 
body, black head and 
neck, and a white throat

Canada geese are found 
in Canada, the United 
States, and Mexico.

migrate (migration)

Some animals move  
(migrate) from one place 
to another during different  
times of the year.   
For example, whales  
and many different  
kinds of birds migrate.

swallow

a small bird  
with pointed wings

Swallows are great flyers.   
They eat insects and  
catch them in the air.   
Most swallows are dark 
blue or green.  They are 
found throughout the world.
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Apply

Read

Hand out Close Reading Passages according to reading level.

Close Reading Passages

As a whole group, read the Transitional Level 3-4 or Conventional Level 5 Map Activity.

Use the Successful Strategies adult tip sheets to support instruction.

Extension

• Visit https://youtu.be/QyN5oUbxkVw for swallow sounds.
• Visit https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/canada-goose for Canada goose sounds.

We read a map.  We read some text.  We learned where some swallows and Canada geese  
fly in the winter.  We learned why they go there.  Turn your page over and let’s see what  
you learned.  Remember that it’s OK to turn back to the front page to find and check your answers!
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https://youtu.be/QyN5oUbxkVw
https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/canada-goose
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Shared Reading
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Look!  Animals and people.     I wonder what is wrong with  
the animals.  (Open-Ended)

Look!   
(Point to the people  
with their animals.)

The animals are sick.   
What might make an animal sick?  
What could be wrong with them?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

16
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Example
Student: Puppies.

Adult: Puppies.  Yes, I see:  
one, two, three puppies.  
(Point to the dogs  
as you count.)

Example
Student: (Touches stomach.)

Adult: Something with their stomach?  
Maybe their stomach hurts.  I look 
like this when I have a stomach 
ache.  (Hold stomach and model  
facial expression when sick.)   
How do you look when your  
stomach hurts?

See Explanation  
on Pgs. 39-42
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The crocodile stays.   
Bad Idea!

The people stay away from  
Dr. Dolittle’s house.  Why do they 
stay away?  (Wh— Question)

You can say it.   
“Bad Idea!”

Listen to what it says.   
(Reread the last three sentences  
on the page.)   
“The ladies and farmers stay away.  
Why?  They are afraid of that  
crocodile.”  Why do they stay away?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

17
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Example
Student: (Points at crocodile  

and makes a scared face.)

Adult: You look scared.   
That crocodile is scary!

Example
Student: It will bite them.

Adult: It will bite them.  They are afraid  
the crocodile will bite them.
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Chee-Chee is holding  
something.

Chee-Chee has a letter.   
The letter is from ______________.  
(Completion)

Maybe he is holding  
the letter!

You finish it.  The letter  
is from _______________.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

18
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Example
Student: (Points to Chee-Chee’s 

hand in book  
and says paper.)

Adult: (Pointing to Chee-Chee’s  
hand in book.)  Paper.   
He is holding paper.   
The paper is a letter.

Example
Student: Monkeys.

Adult: Monkeys.  Yes!  The letter  
is from monkeys.  It is from  
monkeys in Africa.
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Point to the map.   
Use your finger to trace  
a line from England to Africa.
It is far!     

Point to each word in the first  
sentence as you read it aloud.
This says, “Dr. Dolittle must help 
them!”  Who must Dr. Dolittle help?  
(Recall)

Africa is far away!   
He must go far away.

Turn to previous page  
and point to Chee-Chee.
Chi-Chi got a letter.   
Who needs help? 
If needed, read— 
“The letter is from Africa.   
The monkeys in Africa are sick!”

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

19
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Example
Student: Go.

Adult: Go.  Yes!  Dr. Dolittle  
must go far away.

Example
Student: Africa.

Adult: Africa is a place.  The monkeys  
in Africa need help.  Who must  
Dr. Dolittle help?  He must help  
the monkeys in Africa.
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Oh, no!  Dr. Dolittle  
needs more money!

Dr. Dolittle needs money.   
Dr. Dolittle needs a boat.   
Boats cost  _______________.  
(Completion)

You say it.   
He needs more money.

Dr. Dolittle needs money.   
Dr. Dolittle needs a boat.   
Boats cost _______________.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

20
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Example
Student: (Student selects more  

on AAC device.)

Adult: (Say more while selecting 
it on student’s AAC device.)   
Dr. Dolittle needs  
more money.

Example
Student: A lot!

Adult: Yes!  A boat does cost a lot of money.   
Dr. Dolittle needs a lot of money  
to buy a boat.
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Yes he can! Have you ever borrowed something?   
What did you borrow?  (Distancing)

Can he borrow his boat?   
Yes he can.  You say it,  
“Yes he can!”

What did you borrow?

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Repeat and Respond  
by adding a little more.

Read the Page

Shared Reading
Chapter 3: More Trouble with Money

Comment ... Ask ... Respond Comment ... Ask ... Respond

CAR CROWD in the CAR

21
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Example
Student: Student selects can  

from AAC device.

Adult: Say can while selecting 
it on the student’s AAC 
device.   
Say yes he can while  
also selecting each word 
on the student’s  
AAC device.

Example
Student: Points to his / her shirt.

Adult: Your shirt?  Did you borrow that 
shirt?  (Pause for student answer.)  
Who did you borrow it from?
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Transitional and Conventional 
Students (Levels 4-5)

Today you are going to re-read  
a passage from your graphic novel.  
When you come to a blank line  
with three word choices below it, 
circle the word that makes the most 
sense to complete the sentence.  
When you are finished, check your 
work by going back and reading  
the passage again using the words 
you have circled.

Transitional Students (Level 3)

Today you are going to listen to a passage from your graphic novel.  
There will be words missing from some of the sentences  
in the passage.  Your job is to listen to three words and choose  
the word that makes the most sense to complete each sentence.

Emergent Students (Levels 1-2)

Today we are going to match some vocabulary words to pictures  
from your graphic novel.  Your job is to listen to each word  
and choose the picture that shows what that word means.

Modified Cloze Maze Assessment

Vocabulary Assessment
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